The design of beamformers for the multi-user multiple-input single-output downlink that provide prespecified levels of quality-of-service can be quite challenging when the channel state information is not perfectly known at the base station. The constraint of having the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) satisfy a given threshold with high probability is intractable in general, which results in problems that are fundamentally hard to solve. We develop a high-quality approximation of the SINR outage constraint that, along with a semidefinite relaxation, enables us to formulate the robust beamformer design problem for Gaussian channel estimation errors as a convex optimization problem that can be efficiently solved. For systems with small uncertainties, further approximations yield design algorithms based on iterative evaluations of closed-form expressions that have substantially lower computational cost. Since finding the beamforming directions incurs most of that cost, analogous power loading algorithms for predefined beamforming directions are developed and their performance is shown to be close to optimal. When the system contains a large number of antennas, the proposed power loading can be obtained at a computational cost that grows only linearly in the number of antennas. The proposed power loading algorithm provides an explicit relationship between the outage probability required and the power consumed, which allows us to precisely control the power consumption, and automatically identifies users who are consuming most of the power resources. The flexibility of the proposed approach is illustrated by developing a power loading technique that minimizes an average notion of outage.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE directional signalling capabilities of base stations (BSs) that have multiple transmit antennas enable a variety of techniques [1] for simultaneously transmitting independent messages to multiple single-antenna receivers, including dirty paper coding [2] , vector perturbation precoding [3] , lattice reduction precoding [4] , Tomlinson-Harashima precoding [5] , rate splitting [6] , per-symbol beamforming [7] , and conventional linear beamforming [8] . Of these signalling techniques, conventional linear beamforming has the simplest implementation and will be the focus of this paper. In particular, we will consider scenarios in which the users that have been scheduled for transmission specify the quality-of-service (QoS) that they expect to receive. In that setting, the BS designs the set of beamformers to ensure that the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) at each receiver meets the target level that is implicitly specified by that user's QoS requirements. When the BS has perfect knowledge of the channel to each user, the beamformers that minimize the total transmitted power required to achieve the SINR targets can be efficiently found [9] - [12] . However, in practice these channels are estimated and possibly predicted. In time division duplexing (TDD) systems the estimation is typically performed during the training phase on the uplink, whereas in frequency division duplexing (FDD) systems, each receiver estimates its channel and feeds back a quantized version of that estimate to the BS. Since the BS has only estimates of the users' channels, it can only estimate the receivers' SINRs. Those estimates are, quite naturally, uncertain and hence there is a possibility that a design performed using the estimated channels will fail to meet the SINR targets when the beamformers are implemented.
A prominent approach to designing a precoder that can control the consequent outage is to postulate a model for the uncertainty in the channel estimates and to seek designs that control the outage probability under that uncertainty model. In some cases the approach involves jointly designing the beamforming directions and the power allocated to these directions (e.g., [13] - [16] ), while in other cases the beamforming directions are designed based on the channel estimates only, and the uncertainty model is incorporated into the design of the power loading; e.g., [17] - [19] . Unfortunately, in most settings the outage constraint has proven to be intractable (an exception is the case in [17] ), and hence the goal has been to develop computationally efficient algorithms that can effectively manage the outage probability. One possible strategy for doing so is to seek "safe" approximations of the robust optimization problem [20] . When such approximations result in a feasible design problem, the solution is guaranteed to satisfy the constraints of the original problem, but these approximations can be quite conservative, and the corresponding design problems often require significant computational effort; e.g., [14] , [15] . The alternative strategy that we will take in this paper is to develop approximations of the outage constraints that typically provide good performance and are amenable to design algorithms of much lower complexity (at least in the case of Gaussian channel estimation errors), but might not necessarily guarantee that their solution is feasible for the original problem.
The development of the proposed offset-based approach begins with the rewriting of the SINR constraint as the nonnegativity of a random variable. That random variable is a nonconvex quadratic function of the uncertainties, in which the quadratic kernel is a quartic function of the beamformers. The key step in the proposed approach is to approximate the nonnegativity constraint on the random variable by the constraint that its mean is larger than a given multiple of its standard deviation. For the case of Gaussian channel uncertainties, the mean and standard deviation are quadratic and quartic function of the beamformers, respectively. That fact enables the application of semidefinite relaxation techniques to obtain a convex formulation of (a relaxed version of) the approximated problem. While that design technique is quite effective, the computational cost of solving the convex conic program with semidefinite constraints is significant. By making a further approximation that is suitable for systems with reasonably small uncertainties, we obtain a design formulation for which the KKT optimality conditions have a simpler structure. That simpler structure facilitates the development of an approximate solution method that only requires the iterative evaluation of closed-form expressions. An additional approximation reveals an intriguing connection to a robust downlink beamforming technique that was obtained in a fundamentally different way [16] . The "constant offset" approach in [16] was derived from an approximation of the probabilistic outage constraint by a deterministic constraint that guarantees that the SINR constraints are satisfied for all channels in a certain neighbourhood of the channel estimate. The connection to the constant offset approach shows that the approach proposed herein offers a more sophisticated approximation of the outage constraint and consequently better performance, but that it does incur a modestly larger computational cost.
An analysis of the computational cost of these precoder design techniques shows that it is the calculation of the beamforming directions that consumes most of the required computational resources, and that when these directions are defined in advance, the computational load can be significantly reduced. Accordingly, we develop variants of our precoder design algorithms that perform power loading on a set of fixed beamforming directions. These algorithms have low computational costs, and provide performance that is close to that of the optimal power loading algorithm [17] . Furthermore, for systems with a large number of antennas (i.e., "massive MIMO") in which the channel hardens, we develop a variant of our power loading algorithm that has a computational cost that grows only linearly with the number of antennas.
In practice, the BS has limited power available for transmission, and it is possible that the power required to serve the scheduled users with the required outage probabilities may exceed that limit. In some scenarios, some users suffer from a weak channel, or from having their channels closely aligned with those of other users. When that happens, such users consume most of the power transmitted by the BS. This suggests opportunities to reschedule users. On the other hand, some users might be close to the BS and experiencing a relatively strong channel; a case that suggests opportunities for doing some sort of power saving. The proposed power loading algorithm provides an explicit relationship between the required outage probabilities and the consumed power, which allows us to address these issues. Using this explicit power-outage relationship we can reduce the required power when the resulting increases in the outage probabilities are tolerable, and we can identify users that consume excessive amounts of power.
The above-mentioned designs are "fair" in the sense that they seek to provide each user with their specified outage probability. However, the proposed design techniques are quite flexible, and can accommodate other objectives, such as the sum of the outage probabilities. As we will demonstrate, such designs can improve the average performance of the users.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a scenario in which a BS that has N t antennas communicates with K single-antenna users over a narrow-band channel. In the linear beamforming transmission case, the transmitted signal can be written as x = K k =1 w k s k , where s k is the normalized data symbol intended for user k, and w k is the associated beamformer vector. For later reference we let u k = w k / w k denote the beamforming direction for user k, and let β k = w k 2 denote the power allocated to that direction. Hence, w k = √ β k u k . The received signal at user k is modelled as
where h H k is the vector of complex channel gains between the antennas at the BS and user k, and n k is the additive zeromean circular complex Gaussian noise at that user. Under this model, if we let σ 2 k denote the noise variance, then the SINR at user k is
The design of a set of beamformers {w k } K k =1 so that the SINRs satisfy specified target values (i.e., SINR k ≥ γ k ) requires the knowledge of the channel vectors {h k } K k =1 . However, the BS has only estimates of {h k } K k =1 , and hence its estimates of the SINRs at the receivers are uncertain. Accordingly, we will incorporate the channel uncertainty model into the design process. In particular, we will consider systems in which the uncertainty can be modelled using the simple additive model,
where h e k is the BS's estimate of the channel to user k, and the uncertainty in that estimate is characterized by the distribution of the elements of e k . In this paper, we will focus on scenarios in which e k can be modelled as a circular complex Gaussian random variable with mean m k and covariance C k ; i.e., e k CN (m k , C k ). One scenario in which that model is applicable is that of a TDD scheme operating in a slow fading environment, in which the BS estimates the channel on the uplink using a linear estimator and exploits channel reciprocity. When the channel gains are uncorrelated and the BS employs the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE), e k CN (0, σ 2 e k I), and we will pay particular attention to that case. (Robust beamforming schemes for uncertainty models tailored to the FDD case were developed in [16] .) Now if we let δ k denote the maximum tolerable outage probability for user k, the generic QoS joint beamforming and power loading problem can be written as
This problem is hard to solve due to the intractable probabilistic outage constraint in (4b) even when the uncertainty is Gaussian [13] - [15] . In order to resolve that intractability, a variety of approximations of the problem in (4) by problems that are tractable have been proposed [13] - [16] . In many cases, the class of approximations that is considered is restricted to the class of "safe" approximations [20] . Such approximations are structured so that they guarantee that any solution of the approximate problem is feasible for the original problem in (4) . However, in the downlink beamforming application, such approximations can be quite conservative, in the sense that the feasible set of the approximate problem is significantly smaller than that of the original problem; cf. (4) . That can result in instances of the approximate problem being infeasible when the original problem has a solution, or in beamformer designs that consume significantly more power than necessary. The approximation that we will develop below is not structurally constrained in this way, but it typically performs well in practice. Furthermore, its simple form provides considerable flexibility in its application, and facilitates the development of highly-efficient algorithms.
III. PRINCIPLES OF THE OFFSET-BASED APPROACH
The derivation of the proposed approximation of the outage probability begins by rewriting
That is, the probability that SINR k ≥ γ k is the same as the probability that the term h H k Q k h k − σ 2 k is non-negative. Under the additive uncertainty model in (3), we observe that h H k Q k h k − σ 2 k is an indefinite quadratic function of the uncertainty, e k . In particular, the probability that SINR k ≥ γ k can be rewritten as the probability that
The key observation that underlies our offset-based approach to beamformer design is that for uncertainties e k that are reasonably concentrated, if we design the beamforming vectors so that the mean value of f k (e k ), denoted by μ f k , is a significant multiple of its standard deviation, denoted by σ f k , then that user will achieve a low outage probability. If we let r k denote that multiple for the kth user, then the resulting approximation of the SINR constraint, Prob(SINR k ≥ γ k ) ≥ 1 − δ k , can be written as
As we explain in more detail in Appendix A, the insight that underlies this observation is the essence of Cantelli's Inequality, which is sometimes referred to as the "one-sided" Chebyshev Inequality. Indeed, we can use Cantelli's Inequality to show that if we choose r k = 1/δ k − 1, then (for any distribution of e k ) the approximation in (7) is "safe", in the sense that if the constraint in (4b) is replaced by (7) , as it is in the problem in (10) below, then any solution to the approximated problem is guaranteed to satisfy the original constraint in (7) . While that choice of r k is safe, it is made so that (7) is a safe approximation for any distribution of f k (e k ). In our case, f k (e k ) is an indefinite quadratic function of Gaussian random variables [21] , [22] , and for such distributions a direct application of Cantelli's Inequality yields a rather conservative choice for r k . Indeed, as we outline in Appendix A, in the case of normal downlink operation, in which the norm of the channel uncertainty will typically be small compared to the norm of the channel (cf. [23] ), effective choices for r k (that are not necessarily "safe") can be obtained from a Gaussian approximation of f k (e k ).
To be able to use the offset approximation in (7) in a lowcomplexity design algorithm, we need to obtain expressions for μ f k and σ f k in terms of the design variables w k = √ β k u k . As shown in Appendix B, when e k CN (m k , C k )
where tr denotes the trace function. From the perspective of beamformer design, an important observation is that μ f k is a non-convex quadratic function of the beamformers
The variance σ 2 f k is a quartic function of the beamformers, and for fixed directions is a non-convex quadratic function of the power loading. In scenarios in which the model e k CN (0, σ 2 e k I) is appropriate, these expressions simplify to
We will focus on this simplified case in the following sections.
IV. OFFSET-BASED ROBUST BEAMFORMING
As discussed above, the robust beamforming problem in (4) is fundamentally hard to solve due to the intractability of the probabilistic SINR outage constraint in (4b). If we were to replace that constraint with its offset approximation, μ f k ≥ r k σ f k , then the problem in (4) can be approximated by
Some insights into the behaviour of solutions to (10) can be obtained by observing that when the values of r k are chosen to be the same, the beamforming vectors are designed so that users with a large SINR variance are provided with a larger SINR mean. To do so, those users with a lower SINR variance are not provided with as large mean SINR as they do not need the same protection against the uncertainty.
Although the objective in (10a) is a convex quadratic function of the beamformers {w k }, the mean μ f k in (10b) is a nonconvex quadratic function of {w k }, and the variance σ 2
Generically, such problems are difficult to solve. The goal of this section is to develop a low-complexity algorithm for obtaining good solutions to the problem in (10) . That algorithm will appear as Algorithm 1 below. As the first step in that development, we now develop a semidefinite relaxation (SDR) of (10). While the SDR of (10) plays a particular role in the development of Algorithm 1, we observe that there are other strategies that could be taken to obtain good solutions to (10) , including successive convex approximation; e.g., [24] - [26] .
A. A Semidefinite Relaxation of (10)
To develop a semidefinite relaxation of (10), we observe that if we make the substitution W k = w k w H k , then the functions on either side of the inequality in (10b) become a linear function of {W k } and the square root of a quadratic function of {W k }, respectively, and the objective becomes linear. As such, the remaining difficulty in the reformulation of the problem is the set of rank-one constraints on W k . If we relax those constraints we obtain the following semidefinite relaxation of the problem in (10)
where · F represents the Frobenius norm of the matrix. This problem is a convex conic optimization problem and can be efficiently solved using interior-point methods. Two refined implementations of those methods are easily accessible through the MATLAB-based CVX tool [27] . 2 In our numerical experi- 2 In the particular formulation in (11), each SINR constraint in (10b) is replaced by three second order cone (SOC) constraints that involve two additional ence, the rank of the optimal W k 's in (11) is usually one. When that occurs, the semidefinite relaxation is tight and the optimal beamformer vectors w k for the problem in (10) can be directly obtained from the optimal matrices W k . 3 When that does not occur, good solutions to (10) can typically be obtained by using the Gaussian randomization technique; cf. [30] .
B. Low-Complexity Precoding Algorithm
Although the problem in (11) is convex, its solution still imposes a significant computational load, even for a moderate number of antennas. In this section, we will show how insights into the KKT conditions of a mild approximation of a problem obtained from the problem in (11) enable the development of a low-complexity design algorithm consisting of the iterative evaluation of a sequence of closed-form expressions.
Our approximation of (11) is based on the observation, made above, that in practical downlink systems the uncertainty in the channel estimates must be small in order for the system to support reasonable rates [23] . In such scenarios, the term in (10b) containing σ 4 e k will typically be significantly smaller than the other term. Accordingly, σ 2 f k ≈ 2σ 2 e k h H e k Q 2 k h e k is a reasonable approximation. Applying this approximation in the context of the problem in (10) we obtain the following approximation of (10b)
The semidefinite relaxation of the resulting approximation of the problem in (10) can be written as
As was the case in (11), we note that the problem in (13) is over parameterized; the vectors d k are not needed. However, this over parameterization will simplify the following analysis. The problem in (13) is another convex conic program, and when the approximation that led to (12) is accurate, good solutions to (10) can typically be obtained using the techniques described after (11) . However, the presence of the semidefinite constraints means that considerable computational effort is still required.
To develop a more efficient algorithm for generating good solutions to (10) based on the approximation in (12), we will variables, d 1 k and d 2 k . While those additional variables will play a role in the development of Algorithm 1, there are equivalent formulations that are more compact.
consider the "beamforming variant" of (13) . That is, we will substitute W k = w k w H k into (13), remove the constraint in (13d), and consider the problem as being an optimization problem over {w k } and {d k }. Then we will seek beamformers w k , vectors d k , and the associated Lagrange multipliers that approximate a stationary solution to the beamforming variant of (13), in the sense that they approximately satisfy the KKT conditions for that problem.
To formalize that approach, we let ν k denote the dual variable for the constraint in (13b), and let ψ f k denote the vector of dual variables for the equality constraint in (13c). The Lagrangian of the beamforming variant of (13) can then be written as
From the KKT conditions of the beamforming variant of (13), we can deduce that
which is an eigen equation for the direction u k . Using a similar approach to the perfect CSI case [12] , we can rearrange this equation to obtain the following expression for ν k ,
Therefore, if we can determine {ν k } and {ψ f k } that satisfy the set of K equations in (16), then we can determine the directions {u k } using (15) . With those directions determined, finding a "KKT point" of the beamforming variant of (13) reduces to a power loading problem for the powers {β k } to be allocated to each direction. While those powers can be efficiently obtained by using the fact that the constraints in (13b) holding with equality at optimality, we will show in Section V that for given beamforming directions the optimal power loading for the original offset problem in (10) can also be efficiently obtained.
Since those powers are computed without the approximation that led to (13) , we will use the power loading algorithm in Section V in our approach. Therefore, the problem that remains is to efficiently determine the {ν k } and {ψ f k } that satisfy the K equations in (16) . The expressions in (16) share a similar structure to those obtained for the corresponding QoS problem in the case of perfect CSI at the BS [12] , but the matrix components of each equation contain four additional terms that are dependent on the variance of the channel estimation error. The structure of those terms suggests that if we could find a reasonable approximation for the vectors ψ f k , we would obtain an iterative closed-form solution. To do so, we observe that the variable d k in (13c) appears in the Lagrangian in the term
Accordingly, from the stationarity component of the KKT conditions we have that ψ f k = ν k and that d k and ψ f k are in the same direction; i.e., d k / d k = ψ f k / ψ f k . Accordingly, we can write
Since d k = r k √ 2σ e k Q k h e k , ψ f k explicitly depends on the beamforming directions, which have not yet been determined. However, we observe that if we substitute (17) into (16), the terms involving d k are multiplied by the standard deviation of the error, σ e k . As we have already argued in the derivation of the approximations that lead to (11) , σ e k will be small in effective downlink beamforming schemes, and this suggests that reasonable initial approximations of the directions should yield a good approximation of {ν k }, and hence a good set of beamforming directions. We suggest the use of the zero-forcing (ZF) directions [31] for the estimated channels, which we will denote by u z k . When we use that initialization, the initial direction of d k will be the same as u z k , which allows us to simplify (16) to
Since the terms other than {ν k } in (18) are constant, that set of K equations forms a set of fixed-point equations for {ν k }. In the limit of small estimation errors, the conventional fixed-point approach to solving (18) is known to converge to the optimal values for the dual variables [32] ; cf. (22) below. While a formal proof of convergence in the presence of estimation errors remains a work in progress, in our simulations that approach was applied to (18) and was observed to converge to the optimal dual variables. (When the optimal solution to (13) has rankone matrices, the optimal dual variables {ν k } are implicitly generated by the application to (13) of primal-dual interiorpoint methods, such as those that can be accessed through CVX [27] .) (15) in which ψ f k = ν k u z k . 4: Apply the power loading developed in Section V.
The first cycle of the algorithm derived above is summarized in the sequence of closed-form operations in Algorithm 1. While the design obtained from that first cycle can be improved by using the beamformers obtained in steps 3 and 4 to obtain a refined estimate of the direction of d k and returning to step 2 of the algorithm, the simulation results in Section VI suggest that the single-cycle approach taken in Algorithm 1 produces a solution whose performance is quite close to that of the original offset-based design formulation in (11) . That suggests that in the scenarios that we have considered, the underlying approximations are working quite well. [16] As is apparent from the derivation in the previous section, one of the challenges that complicates the design procedure, and in particular the closed-form calculations, is the quartic dependence of the variances σ 2 f k on the beamforming vectors w k on the right hand side of the inequality μ f k ≥ r k σ f k in (7) . One ad-hoc way in which these complications can be reduced is to modify the offset approximation in (7) so that the mean is constrained to be greater than a constant rather than a multiple of its standard deviation; i.e., the SINR outage constraint in (4b) is replaced by
C. Connection to the Constant-Offset Algorithm in
Replacing r k σ f k , which depends on the beamformers, by the constant c k results in an approximation that is, structurally, a more coarse approximation than the one we are using in this paper; cf. (7) . However, it does simplify the design problem. In particular, if we make the approximation that the channel estimation errors are small enough that the third term on the right hand side of (9a) can be neglected, the variant of the problem in (10) that uses the approximation in (19) can be written as
Interestingly, the problem in (20) also arose in a fundamentally different approach to robust downlink beamforming design that was originally developed for FDD systems [16] . In that work, the outage probability was approximated using a "zerooutage region" approach, in which the SINR constraints are required to hold for all the channels in a neighbourhood of the estimated channel. In doing so, the chance-constrained robust design problem in (4) is approximated by a worst-case robust design problem. An approximation of a linear matrix inequality in a reformulation of the worst-case robust design problem led to the design problem in (20) .
The structure of the problem in (20) is the same as that of the semidefinite relaxation of the nominal SINR constrained beamformer design problem in which the channel estimates are deemed to be precise. The difference is that the term that plays the role of the noise variance at user k is modified to σ 2 k + c k ; [16] . Therefore, the semidefinite relaxation is tight [10] and a provably-convergent iterative closed-form solution is available [12] , [30] . However, guidance on appropriate choices for the constant offset c k in (19) is difficult to obtain. In contrast, as outlined in Appendix A, Cantelli's Inequality and the Gaussian approximation of f k (e k ) provide ample guidance on the choice of the multiplier r k in the offset approximation in (7) .
We will use the optimal beamforming directions of the constant offset approach (which are the same as the optimal directions for the nominal problem [16] ) as a benchmark in our simulations, and hence we briefly review its iterative closedform algorithm. We also develop a reduced-complexity variant of that algorithm that is suitable for "massive MIMO" applications.
The iterative closed-form solution to (20) has a similar structure to that in Algorithm 1, but given the simpler structure of the problem, the Lagrange multipliers ψ f k disappear, and the expressions in (15) and (16) simplify to
Conventional fixed-point algorithms to solve (22) and convergence analysis were proposed in [32] , and were shown therein that the convergence is guaranteed. In Appendix C, we provide a more efficient algorithm to obtain {ν k } than that proposed in [32] . After obtaining the beamforming directions from (22) and (21), the power loading in [16] is performed based on the fact that the constraints in (20b) are satisfied with equality at optimality. (If this were not the case for constraint k, then the power allocated to w k could be reduced in a way that will still satisfy all the constraints and provide a lower objective value, contradicting the presumed optimality.) While doing so generates a solution to (20) , significant performance gains can be obtained when the beamforming directions obtained from (21) are combined with the power loading algorithm presented in Section V.
D. Complexity Analysis and Further Approximations
The problems in (11) and (13) are convex optimization problems with SOC and semidefinite constraints. General purpose interior-point methods for such problems require O(N 6 t ) per iteration, which represents a significant computational load. In contrast, the key computational steps in the iterative closed-form approximation, Algorithm 1, are those in (15) , (18) and the calculation of the ZF directions that are used in the initialization. The ZF directions can be obtained in O(N t K 2 ) operations. The computational cost of solving (18) is dominated by the matrix inversion required for each user and hence it grows as O(N 3 t K). We can exploit the factorized matrix structure in (15) which allows for an efficient use of the power iteration method. Therefore, the cost of step 3 grows as O(N t K 2 ). We can see that it is the computation of the Lagrange multipliers (18) that requires most of the resources to compute the beamforming directions.
The constant-offset algorithm [16] that was reviewed in Section IV-C does not require an initial set of directions and the expression for ν k is significantly simpler. In particular, the matrix to be inverted is the same for each user, which reduces the number of computations required to O(N 3 t ). Furthermore, additional approximations can be applied to avoid the matrix inversion all together. When the channels are nearly orthogonal, as they tend to be in massive MISO channels that "harden" as the number of antennas increases [33] , then if we let α k = h e k 2 , we can write j ν j h e j h H e j in the form of an eigen decomposition j ν j α j
Accordingly, we can approximate (22) by
To find the channel norms α k = h e k 2 we need only O(N t ) operations. Hence, that approximation enables us to compute all ν k s in only O(N t K) operations.
V. OFFSET-BASED ROBUST POWER LOADING
In the previous section, we considered the problem of directly designing the beamformers w k = √ β k u k . In the case of the approximated problem in (13), we developed a low-complexity approximate algorithm in which the design of the directions {u k } and the power allocation {β k } naturally decouples. In this section, we will show that when the beamforming directions are chosen separately, we can obtain a low-complexity algorithm for the power loading variant of the original offset-based design problem in (10) , without having to make the approximation in (12) . Examples of choices for those directions include the maximum ratio transmission (MRT), ZF, or regularized ZF (RZF) directions, which are calculated from the estimated channels, or any of the directions generated by the previously described algorithms. The algorithm developed in this section may be of particular interest in massive MIMO settings, where the use of simple beamforming directions is often preferred in order to reduce the computational cost.
For a given set of beamforming directions {u k }, the original offset-based design problem in (10) reduces to
where the expressions for μ f k and σ f k in (9a) and (9b) simplify to
Since μ f k is linear in {β k } and σ f k is a convex quadratic function of {β k }, the problem in (23) can be rewritten as an SOC programming problem, and an optimal solution can be efficiently obtained using generic interior-point methods. However, the structure of the constraints suggests that an iterative linearization approach would enable the development of a more efficient algorithm. In particular, if we were to calculate {σ f k } using the current values for {β k } and then treat those values for {σ f k } as constants, the problem in (23) would become a linear program. Furthermore, the constraints in (23b) would hold with equality at optimality. If that were not the case for constraint k, then β k could be reduced in a way that still satisfies the constraints and yet provides a lower objective value, which would contradict the presumed optimality. The fact that the linearized version of (23b) would hold with equality at optimality would provide a set of K linear equations for the K updated values for {β k }. Those updated values could then be used to update the values for {σ f k } and the next iteration would begin.
In order to state that algorithm more precisely, let us define β = [β 1 , β 2 , ..., β K ] T , σ f = [σ f 1 , σ f 2 , ..., σ f K ] T , σ = [σ 1 , σ 2 , ..., σ K ] T , r = [r 1 , r 2 , ..., r k ] T , and let us also define the matrix A such that [A] ii = |h H e i u i | 2 /γ i + σ 2 e i /γ i , and
Given the current values for {σ f k }, which are computed from the current values for {β k } and are to be treated as constants, the set of linear equations for updating the values for {β k } can be written as
in which represents element-by-element multiplication. Once the values of {β k } have been updated, we can update the value of σ f using (24b). The resulting iterative linearization algorithm for solving (23) is summarized in Algorithm 2. The computational effort required to initialize Algorithm 2 consists of O(K 2 N t ) operations to compute A and O(K 3 ) operations to compute A −1 . In each iteration, the computational cost for step 2 is O(K 2 ) operations, and the cost of step 3 is O(K 2 N t ) operations. Our numerical experience, some of which is reported in Section VI, suggests that Algorithm 2 converges, and that the number of iterations needed for nearoptimal performance is very small. While a formal convergence proof remains a topic for future work, some insight can be obtained by observing the dependence of σ f on β in (24b), and viewing Algorithm 2 as a fixed-point technique for solving β = A −1 σ 2 + A −1 (σ f r) . The eigenvalues of A −1 influence the convergence properties for these fixed-point equations.
Algorithm 2:
The Power Loading Algorithm.
1: Initialize σ f k = 1. Compute A and A −1 . 2: Find β by solving the set of linear equations in (25) . 3 : Update each σ f k using (24b). 4: Return to 2 until a termination criterion is satisfied.
Since the matrix A typically has large diagonal values representing the signal powers, and lower values on the off-diagonal elements representing the interference powers, the eigen values of A −1 will typically be less than one.
A. Simplifying the SINR Variance Calculation
The above analysis shows that the step in Algorithm 2 that is computationally intensive is the computation of σ f k . In massive MISO systems, the resulting computational load can be significant. To reduce the required computations, we observe that when the number of antennas is large and the channels are uncorrelated, the inner product between different channels will typically be relatively small. Since the beamforming directions will typically be closely aligned with the channel vectors, the inner product between different beamforming vectors will likely be small as well. This observation suggests removing the cross terms u H j u k , ∀j = k in (24b). That would yield the following approximations
and
(27) The numerical results presented in Section VI indicate that these approximations result in designs that are very close in performance to those obtained from the original formulations, even when the number of antennas is quite small. Furthermore, since the terms |h H e k u j | 2 are already computed in the initialization step that constructs the matrix A, these approximations reduce the computational cost of updating σ f in step 3 of Algorithm 2 from O(N t K 2 ) to O(K 2 ).
B. User Rescheduling
One of the fundamental characteristics of the original outage constrained beamformer design problem in (4) is that for a certain set of channel estimates the problem may be infeasible. That is, there may be no set of beamformers that can satisfy the outage constraints. Furthermore, even when the problem is feasible, the solution may be impractical in the sense that the minimum transmission power required to satisfy the outage constraints may exceed the capability of the BS. The approximations of the original formulation in (11) and (13) retain these characteristics, and the power loading problem in (23) retains them, too. Fortunately, as we now explain, for systems in which each user specifies the same value for r, the structure of a closely-related power loading problem provides insights into which users should be rescheduled in order for the problem in (23) to be feasible, and for the solution of the problem to be within the capabilities of the BS. The auxiliary power loading problem that we will consider is that of maximizing a common offset coefficient subject to an explicit power constraint, namely
where P t denotes the maximum transmission power of the BS. The problem in (28) complements that in (23), in the sense that it provide the "greatest" robustness (in the offset sense) for a given power constraint, whereas the problem in (23) seeks to minimize the power required to meet each user's offset-based outage target. This complementary relationship is analogous to the relationship between "max-min" fairness and QoS problems in the perfect CSI case; e.g., [12] . From the perspective of efficient user rescheduling, an important feature of the problem in (28) is that it is always feasible whenever all the estimated channels are different. (The value of r can be decreased until all components of (28c) can be satisfied using a power loading that satisfies (28b).) However, negative values and small positive values of r correspond to cases with high probability of outage. It is that feature that we will exploit for user rescheduling.
The problem in (28) can be solved using an algorithm similar to that in Algorithm 2. However, at the step analogous to step 2 of Algorithm 2, we need an additional equation to determine the value for r. That equation arises from observing that the power constraint in (28b) holds with equality at optimality, and hence, from (25) and (28b) we have that
where 1 is the vector with all elements equal to one. This equation clearly demonstrates the relationship between the power budget and the robustness. More importantly, it indicates that the users that correspond to the largest elements of A −1 σ 2 play a large role in constraining the extent of robustness that can be obtained. That suggests that if the optimal value of r in (28) is not large enough to provide the desired robustness level, one or more of those users corresponding to large values of A −1 σ 2 should be rescheduled. 4 A simple way to do that would be to perform a "greedy" search in which we incrementally reschedule active users corresponding to the largest value of A −1 σ 2 , recalculate the reduced dimension matrices A and A −1 , and solve the reduced dimension version of (28) . Once the optimal value of the reduced dimension version of (28) exceeds the desired value for r, the power minimization problem in (23) can be solved. In order to implement this approach we need to select a desired value for r. As outlined in Appendix A, we could take the "safe" approximation approach suggested by Cantelli's Inequality, but that choice could be quite conservative, resulting in many users being rescheduled. The discussion in Appendix A suggests that in the context of robust downlink beamforming, the guidance on the choice of r provided by the Gaussian approximation of f k (e k ) is more suitable. For an outage probability target δ k that is between 10% and 0.1%, the desired value of r k would usually be chosen to be in the range of 1.3 to 3.1; cf. Appendix A.
C. Average Outage
The design formulations that we have considered up until this point have taken the form of minimization of the transmission power subject to (an approximation of) an outage constraint on each user for the current realizations of the channels. However, as we now illustrate, the proposed design approach is quite flexible and can accommodate other notions of outage.
Let us assume that we have the optimal power loading and offset coefficient for the problem in (28) , which provide all the users with essentially the same outage probability. We will denote those values by {β k } K k =1 and r . Given this solution, the goal of this section is to perturb the value of the offset coefficient for each user so as to minimize the average outage probability over the users, and to adjust the power loading accordingly. To do so, we let δ r k denote the perturbation on the kth user's offset coefficient; i.e., r k = r + δ r k . As discussed in Section III, in typical operating scenarios the distribution of f k (e k ) can be accurately approximated by a Gaussian distribution. In that case, the outage probability for a given value of the offset coefficient r k is simply the value of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the standardized normal distribution, N (0, 1), at the value of r k . If we let g(·) denote the CDF of the standard normal distribution, the the problem of minimizing the outage probability becomes
where the condition K k =1 β k = P t ensures that the power used after perturbation will be the same as that used by the solution to (28) . That constraint can be shown to be equivalent to the linear constraint 1 T A −1 (σ f δ r ) = 0, where δ r is the vector containing the scalars δ r k . Furthermore, the CDF g(·) can be well approximated by a quadratic curve; see Fig. 1 .
With this approximation in place, the problem can be stated as the following convex problem in δ r max δ r K k =1 a 0 (r + δ r k ) 2 + a 1 (r + δ r k ) + a 2 (30a)
where a 0 , a 1 and a 2 are the coefficients of the quadratic approximation of g(r). If we let b = (1 T A −1 ) T σ f , then using an Fig. 1 . The CDF of the standardized normal distribution, N (0, 1), denoted g(r), and its least squares quadratic approximation over r ∈ [1, 3] .
analysis of the KKT conditions of (30), we can derive the dual variable ζ of the equality constraint as
and the required δ r as
Accordingly, whenever we have the optimal solution {β k } K k =1
and r of the problem in (28), we can calculate ζ, and the resulting perturbations of the offset coefficient δ r . The modified offset coefficient vector r can be updated using r k = r + δ r k . The power loading {β k } K k =1 is then updated by using the linear equations arising from (28c) holding with equality; i.e., β = A −1 σ 2 + A −1 (σ f r).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we will provide three sets of numerical results. First, we will provide simulation results that show the validity of the offset-based algorithms and compare the performance of the algorithms presented here to that of zero-outage region algorithms that obtain robustness by ensuring that outage does not occur for uncertainties that lie in a given region. Specifically we will compare with the sphere bounding (SB) algorithm presented in [15] . Second, we will provide comparisons between the performance of the offset-based power loading algorithms proposed in Section V, the optimal power loading algorithm in [17] , and the perturbation-based power loading algorithm that seeks to minimize the averaged outage, which was presented in Section V-C. In the third set of simulation results, we will demonstrate the performance gains that can be obtained by using the user rescheduling and the power saving described in Section V-B. We will also show the validity of the lowcomplexity approximations presented in Section IV-D.
For the initial simulation setup, we will we consider a downlink system in which a BS serves three single-antenna users. We will assume that the BS has four antennas, and the three users are randomly distributed within a radius of 1.6 km. The large scale fading is described by a path-loss exponent of 3.52 and log-normal shadow fading with 8 dB standard deviation, and the small scale fading is modelled using the standard i.i.d. Rayleigh model. The channel estimation error is assumed to be zero-mean and Gaussian with covariance σ 2 e k I, the power of which is −100 dBm. The receiver noise level is −90 dBm. A Each of the algorithms that we consider involves a choice of a robustness measure. For the algorithms provided in this paper the robustness measure is the value of the offset coefficient r k . For the sphere bounding algorithm in [15] it is the size of the zero-outage region, and for the power loading algorithm in [17] it is directly the outage probability. To plot the performance curves, we randomly generate a set of channel realizations and provide the BS with estimates of those channels. Each algorithm is then used to design a set of beamformers that should provide the specified robustness. Using those beamformers we determine whether or not any user in the system with the actual channel realizations is in outage, and we calculate the corresponding transmission power. By repeating this experiment over thousands of channel realizations, we can plot the average outage probability over the users versus the average transmission power for the different algorithms when these algorithms provide a viable solution; by which we mean a solution that satisfies the constraints using a transmitted power that is less than 40. In fairness to all methods, the average is taken over those channel realizations for which all methods produce a viable solution.
In Fig. 2 , assuming an SINR target of 3 dB, we plot the average outage probability versus the average total transmitted power for the proposed robust beamforming algorithms in (11), (13), Algorithm 1, and that of a system with the constant-offset directions described in Section. IV-C and the suggested power loading in Section V. (For the methods in (11) and (13) , the beamformers were extracted from the optimal matrices W k by taking the principal component.) As benchmarks, we plot the performance of the SB algorithm [15] , and that of a system that employs the ZF directions combined with the power loading in Section V. In Fig. 3 , we repeat the experiment for an SINR target of 9 dB. We observe that the performance gap between the proposed algorithms is small, which justifies the validity of our approximations. Indeed, the performance of the low-complexity robust beamforming algorithm in Algorithm 1 is very close to that of the original formulation in (11) , and the SB algorithm (both of which incur a significantly larger computational load). The relative performance of the ZF-based algorithm with the proposed power loading algorithm in Section V depends on the SINR target, where comparatively better performance results are obtained when the SINR target is higher. That observation means that while both the offset-based beamforming directions and power loading contribute to the excellent performance for lower SINR targets, as the SINR target increases the role of the offset-based power loading becomes more significant. The performance of the combination of the original constant-offset directions in Section IV-C with the suggested power loading in Section V is not quite as good as that of the other offset-based approaches. However, decoupling the design of the beamforming directions and that of the power loading significantly reduces the computational cost (see Section IV-D), and greatly increases the flexibility of the design, as explained in Section V.
The second set of simulation results examines the performance gap between the proposed power loading algorithms in Section V, and the power loading algorithm in [17] when the constant-offset directions are chosen; see Section. IV-C. In Fig. 4 , we plot the average outage probability versus the average transmitted power for the power loading algorithm in [17] , the power loading in Algorithm 2, and the modified power loading in Section V-C. (For the latter case, the quadratic approximation used in (30) is the least-squares approximation in Fig. 1.) While the algorithm in [17] is optimal in terms of the power required to achieve the specified outage probabilities for each user and for each channel realization, Algorithm 2 provides similar performance at a much lower computational cost, and the modified power loading algorithm in Section V-C provides an even lower average outage probability than that obtained by Algorithm 2 or [17] . This performance is achieved while requiring no more than five iterations in the power loading algorithm in Algorithm 2.
To assess the performance gains that result from the power control capabilities of the proposed power loading algorithms, we plot the outage probability of the problem in (28) with the constant-offset directions in Section IV-C versus the number of antennas. In this case, we set the total power constraint P t = 1, and the number of users to eight. We also plot the corresponding results when the approximations for obtaining the directions in Section IV-D, and those for obtaining the power loading in Section V-A are applied. In addition, we plot the performance of the proposed user rescheduling scheme (Algorithm Section V-B(a)) and the user rescheduling when combined with the power saving (Algorithm Section V-B(b)). We applied user rescheduling whenever the resulting offset r in (28) is smaller than two, and the rescheduled user(s) are considered to be in outage. For the power saving algorithm we upper bound r by 5. We observe from Fig. 5 that the proposed approximations provide almost the same outage performance over the whole range of antenna numbers. We also observe that the user rescheduling technique greatly enhances the outage performance, especially when the number of antennas is relatively low. (When the number of antennas is low, there is a greater probability of the channels not being sufficiently orthogonal.) Fig. 5 shows that the power saving algorithm (Algorithm Section V-B(b)) provides essentially the same performance as the regular algorithms, but significant power can be saved; the average actual transmitted powers used for that algorithm when the number of antennas are [20, 25, · · · , 60] are [0.66, 0.58, 0.51, 0.45, 0.40, 0.37, 0.33, 0.30, 0.27] all of which are significantly smaller than the total power constraint P t = 1.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new offset-based approach is proposed for robust downlink beamforming. The approach is based on rewriting the SINR outage constraint as a non-negativity constraint on an indefinite quadratic function of the error in the base station's model of the channel. That non-negativity is then approximated by an offset-based constraint in which the mean of the function is required to be larger than a specific multiple of its standard deviation. This approach enabled the formulation of the robust beamforming design problem as a problem that can be transformed into a convex problem through the process of semidefinite relaxation (SDR). The computational complexity of the SDR problem can be further reduced when the uncertainty size is small, allowing for an iterative closed-form solution. When the beamforming directions are defined in advance, the offset-based approach generates a power loading algorithm that provides excellent performance and unique power control capabilities, while incurring only a small computational cost. The demonstrated performance gains, and the significant differences in computational cost exemplify the advantages of using the offset-based approach instead of the sphere bounding approach. Within the suite of algorithms generated by the offset based approach, the separation of the design into the constant-offset directions (Section IV-C) and the proposed power loading (Section V) provides a compelling balance between performance, computational cost and design flexibility.
APPENDIX A CHOICE OF r k
From Cantelli's Inequality, we know that for any random variable X with mean μ x and variance σ x ,
Therefore, if we ensure that μ x ≥ rσ x then Prob(X ≤ 0) ≤ 1 1+r 2 . Accordingly, if we set r k = 1/δ k − 1, then, for any distribution of e k , the approximation in (7) is "safe", in the sense that any solution to the corresponding problem in (10) is guaranteed to satisfy the original outage constraints in (4) .
In the case of Gaussian channel estimation errors, f k (e k ) is an indefinite quadratic function of a Gaussian random vector, and considerable insight into its distribution is available; e.g., [21] , [22] . For such a distribution, a direct application of Cantelli's Inequality yields a rather conservative choice of r k . That means that there may be a significant number of scenarios for which the original problem in (4) is feasible, but for which the "safe" approximation in (10) is either infeasible, or requires an excessive transmission power.
In order to gain insight into more effective choices for r k , we observe that the first and last terms in f k (e k ) are constants and that the second term is Gaussian, since we are considering Gaussian estimation errors e k . Therefore, the term that complicates the calculation of the left tail probability (i.e., Prob(f k (e k ) < 0), which is the outage probability) is the indefinite quadratic term e H k Q k e k . To have reasonable outage performance, the norm of the channel uncertainty e k in (3) should be relatively small compared to the norm of the channel; cf., [23] . In that case, the first and second terms in (6), namely h H e k Q k h e k and 2Re(e H k Q k h e k ), will tend to dominate e H k Q k e k . Furthermore, since Q k generically has one positive eigenvalue and K − 1 negative eigenvalues, e H k Q k e k may take on both positive and negative values. The fact that e H k Q k e k will tend to be dominated by the other terms in (6) , that it can take on positive and negative values, and that the other random term in (6) is Gaussian suggest that we could gain insight into effective choices for r k by approximating e H k Q k e k by a Gaussian random variable of the same mean and variance. Doing so generates a Gaussian approximation of f k (e k ). (The examples in [35, Fig. 1 ] illustrate the viability of the approximation for the purpose of choosing r k .) If f k (e k ) were in fact Gaussian, then if the beamformers are designed such that μ f k ≥ r k σ f k then the outage probability would be Q(r k ) = 1 2 erfc( r k √ 2 ), where erfc(·) is the complementary error function. The analysis above suggests that an effective choice for r k in our application would be close to √ 2 erfc −1 (2δ k ).
APPENDIX B MEAN AND VARIANCE DERIVATIONS
A Gaussian random variable e k CN (m k , C k ) can be represented as e k = m k + C 1/2 kê k , whereê k CN (0, I). Using that representation we can write 
where tr denotes the trace function. At the point marked with the asterisk we have used the fact that the expectation of the cross terms is equal to zero. This is true because E{2Re(e H k Q k (h e k + m k ))(ê H k C 1/2
kê k )} consists of terms containing either similar or different components from theê k vector. Sinceê k has a zero mean, all terms with different indices will have a zero mean, while terms of similar indexes will take the form of a complex Gaussian raised to the power of three, which also has zero mean.
APPENDIX C FIXED-POINT ALGORITHM FOR ν k
The fixed-point method for solving (22) that was proposed in [32] consists of "Jacobi-style" iterations. At the (n + 1)th iteration, the values of {ν k } are updated using The proposed method is based on an analytic solution to an equation that would rise in "Gauss-Seidel-style" iterations. In particular, we will solve the following equation We can solve this equation efficiently for ν n +1 k by using the fact that ν n +1 k is the coefficient of a rank-one term in the matrix inversion. Indeed, by applying that fact and applying Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula, we can find ν n +1 The matrix inversion can be updated recursively without matrix inversion using
This results in a computational cost per iteration of O(N 2 t K) operations, which is less than the O(N 3 t ) operation per iteration required by the "Jacobi-style" method in [32] .
